
KUWAIT: Engineer Qussai Al-Shatti, the
Acting General Manager of the Central
Agency for Information Technology (CAIT),
announced yesterday that the ‘6th e-
Government Forum’ (EGOV6) will convene
under the motto of ‘Managing Change
towards Digitization’ from 4 - 6 December
2018 at Al-Baraka Ballroom of Crowne
Plaza hotel. He said that EGOV6 would
focus on managing change during the digi-
tal transformation journey.

Shatti added, “We are honored by the
continuous patronage of His Highness the
Prime Minister Sheikh Jaber Mubarak Al-
Hamad Al-Sabah of the EGOV Forum. His
Highness’s support enforces CAIT’s and
other government agencies’ sense of
responsibility to exert more efforts towards
their joint mission. We are pleased also that
Anas Khaled Al-Saleh, Minister of State for
Cabinet Affairs and Chairman of the Board of
CAIT, will represent His Highness the Prime
Minister during the opening ceremony. Saleh
is carrying out an invaluable role in leading
CAIT’s programs and supporting its mission.”

Commenting on EGOV6, Shatti said,
“EGOV6 motto is complementing the topics
that were discussed during EGOV5 that

focused on Digital Transformation. Change
Management is mainly concerned with
ensuring the success of digital transformation
processes that accompany the development
of e-government programs. Change manage-
ment faces a long list of challenges along the
way. These stem from the many administra-

tive, financial, legal, and legislative aspects of
the e-government program. As well, we have
to add to these factors the availability of
qualified human resources that represents a
global problem. There are also other chal-
lenges triggered by the need to cope with
the fast pace of changes that characterize the
current information technology phenomena

and affect the IT infrastructure systems,
cloud computing, software development
tools, databases, smart mobile devices, and
information security. To be effective, change
management should cope with all these fac-
tors at all times.

Shatti announced also that CAIT will con-
tinue the tradition of announcing the results
of the e-Services Excellence Award during
the opening ceremony of EGOV6. CAIT
launched this Award during the opening
ceremony of EGOV4 to honor the govern-
ment agency that develops the best elec-
tronic service for use on Kuwait’s official
portal (www.e.gov.kw). Shatti said, “The e-
Services Excellence Award encourages
government agencies to speed up develop-
ment of their e-Government programs
according to the criteria of usability, ease
of use, information accuracy, and informa-

tion security set by CAIT. Other technical
and operational criteria go into the evaluation
process, as well.”

In conclusion, Shatti said that EGOV6 will
feature a wide GCC presence, reflecting the
strides that Gulf e-government initiatives
achieved in developing their information-
based societies. He urged all government

agencies to demonstrate their e-services
and participate in the e-Services Excellence
Award contest. Shatti also sent his greetings
to CAIT’s partners of the global, regional,
and local technology companies and invited
them to take part in EGOV6 and share their
expertise and change management services.
Interested IT vendors, specialists, and agen-

cies may confirm their participation
arrangements by contacting NoufEXPO, the
organizing company, or EGOV6 Scientific
Committee on +965 22469921 or via email
info@noufexpo.com.kw.” They may also vis-
it the EGOV6 website at
www.noufexpo.com.kw/egov6 for more
details. 
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KUWAIT: As one of the leading contribu-
tors to community development and a pio-
neer in supporting healthy lifestyles, Burgan
Bank recently hosted its yearly breast can-
cer awareness campaign dedicated to the
betterment of its staff. Titled “Together
against Breast Cancer,” the bank organized
an educational workshop aimed to stress the
importance of healthier nutrition, regular
exercise, and raise awareness about symp-
toms, causes, risk factors, treatment, types,
and prevention methods. 

The workshop brought to light one of the
most concerning health risks plaguing the
country wherein, an alarming increase of cas-
es have been reported both locally and inter-
nationally. This year’s session was led by Dr
Noha Al-Saleh, Consultant of General

Surgery and Surgical Oncology at Royal
Hayat hospital. Backed by 10 years of first-
hand experience at the Kuwait Cancer
Control Centre, Dr Saleh brings a wealth of
expertise in screening tests for breast and
colon cancers, diagnosis, and treatment using
the most advanced methods. The renowned
doctor held an interactive lecture and Q&A
session on the effects of the psychological
state of cancer patients, ways to deal with the
stress and how to overcome the potential
challenges or cancer-related diseases by
maintaining a healthy diet and lifestyle. 

Burgan Bank aimed to create a supportive
internal environment, where staff can join
hands and fight a common issue together.
Burgan Bank has been a strong advocate of
breast cancer prevention for several decades.

Observed every year, these efforts are driven
by the belief that through awareness-raising,
positive reinforcement and credible role
models, employees can achieve better health,
ultimately building stronger families, organi-
zations, and communities. 

Burgan Bank’s support of this initiative
falls under its dynamic full-fledged communi-
ty program entitled ‘ENGAGE’ - Together to
be the change. This program sheds light on
important aspects affecting every segment of
the society by promoting social welfare
through educational, cultural and health driv-
en initiatives. Burgan Bank’s approach to
‘ENGAGE’ begins with a vital principle that
as a leading Kuwaiti financial institution, its
conduct and policies should be aligned with
the needs and interests of the community.

Burgan Bank holds breast cancer awareness campaign

KUWAIT: Ooredoo Kuwait is
proudly partnering with Souq Murouj
for the third consecutive year to bring
to you Murouj Market, a monthly
weekend market for local entrepre-
neurs and businesses. The market,
which is held at Murouj Complex,
includes an Ooredoo dedicated
booth, local farm produce, artisanal
food products and crafts, with a
‘street food’ section aimed at high-
lighting the culinary diversity of
Kuwait’s local food community. The
market also offers a section dedicated
for children’s activities. It will be held
once a month on weekends, from
October 2018 until March 2019. The
first market will take place on Friday
26th October from 4 pm to 10 pm. 

Commenting on this sponsorship,
Ooredoo Kuwait Senior Director of
Corporate Communications Mijbil
Alayoub said: “We are happy to be
supporting local businesses and
entrepreneurs through this engaging
project. This sponsorship comes in

tandem with our social responsibility
strategy, which in turn is based on
our core values of caring, connecting
and challenging. We look forward to
meeting those young enthusiastic
small business owners as well as our
valued customers at the market.”

Ooredoo partners with Souq
Murouj for third consecutive year 

Sirb Al-Hamam,
Al-Ghurfa win
cinema festival’s
top awards
KUWAIT: Sirb Al-Hamam (Flock of Doves)
won the long movie category of Kuwait
Cinema Festival while Al-Ghurfa (Chamber)
won the short movie category, in a ceremony
held at Kuwait National Library on Friday. In
the long movie category, Ateej (Old) of
Director Ahmad Khalaf and Sahwa

(Awakening) by Mohammad Al-Mujaibel
won second and third places respectively.
Hatem .. Jassem’s Friend, and Comparse
(Stooge) won the second and third awards
for the short movie category. The judging
panel honored actor Khaled Al-Buraiki for
his role in Ateej, and director Abdulaziz
Mandani for his two movies: Tasamoh (toler-
ance) and Maneyya (death).

Fatma Al-Husainan, the Festival’s Technical
Director, said that the competition was tough
and Kuwaiti youth proved their capabilities
in movie productions. Husainan, also Head of
Cinema Department at Kuwait National
Council for Culture, Art and Letters
(NCCAL), provided details about financial
awards given for the winning movies. She
said the first, second and third place winners

in long movie category received KD 29,000
($96,100), KD 14,000 ($46,400) and KD
11,000 (around $36,500) respectively.
Husainan said the first, second and third win-
ners of the short movie category would
receive KD 6,000 (around $20,000), KD
4,000 ($13,250) and KD 2,500 ($8,280)
respectively.

Dr Essa Al-Ansari, NCCAL Assistant
Secretary General for Culture, said that this
year’s Cinema Festival featured judges from
different Arab countries. He added that
KUNA the festival aimed at encouraging
movie industry, hoping future festivals
would witness further diversity. The festival,
which began on October 15, featured a total
of 19 movies as well as lectures and work-
shops. — KUNA

Mijbil Alayoub

KUWAIT: Winners chosen during the second Kuwait Cinema Festival pose for a group photo with the event’s organizers. — KUNA

KUWAIT: The Kuwaiti Environmental
Voluntary Foundation (EVF) and the
UN Environment Programme’s (UNEP)
West Asia regional bureau signed yes-
terday a Memorandum of
Understanding (MoU) within the cam-
paign for Clean Seas, which is a global
initiative aimed at decreasing plastic
pollutants in the oceans.

Head of the UNEP’s bureau Sami
Dimassi said that pollution at sea was a
global problem that required a solution
to deal with over eight million tons of
wastage mostly consisting of plastic
pollutants. Dimassi commended
Kuwait’s EVF and other national bodies
for their consistent effort to combat
plastic wastage at sea and on land,
affirming that such efforts were con-
tributing to the global fight against such
environmental endemic.

Meanwhile, head of the diving team
at the EVF Waleed Al-Fadhel said that
the MoU signing was part of his team’s
long battle to rid Kuwait’s environment
from plastic pollutants. Collaborating
with international entities such as the
UNEP and other bodies will provide
Kuwait with the necessary assistance to
keep its environment from pollution and

other ecological threats, said Fadhel,
stressing that the diving team worked
methodologically to address problems
facing the ecosystem. The UNEP’s cam-
paign was launched at 2017’s fourth
World Ocean Summit held in Bali ,
Indonesia. — KUNA

KUWAIT: Head of the UNEP’s bureau Sami
Dimassi (left) and  Head of the diving team
at the EVF Waleed Al-Fadhel shake hands
after signing the agreement. —KUNA

Kuwait, UNEP sign MoU part
of global Clean Seas campaign

NoufEXPO organizes 6th E-Government
Forum - Managing Change towards Digitization
Under the Auspices of His Highness the Prime Minister; called for by CAIT


